The paper is concerned with the analysis of magneto-piezoelastic anistropic materials. Analytical modeling of magneto-piezoelastic materials is essential for the design and applications in the smart composite structures incorporating them as actuating and sensing constituents. It is shown that Green's function method is applicable to time harmonic magneto-elastic-piezoelectricity problems using the boundary integral technique, and the exact analytical solutions are obtained. As an application, a two-dimensional static plane-strain problem is considered to investigate the effect of magnetic field on piezoelectric materials. The closed-form analytical solutions are obtained for a number of boundary conditions for all components of the magneto-piezoelectric field. As a special case, numerical results are presented for two-dimensional static magneto-electroelastic field of a piezoelectric solid subjected to a concentrated line load and an electric charge. The numerical solutions are obtained for three different piezoelectric materials and they demonstrate a substantial dependence of the stress and electric field distribution on the constitutive properties and magnetic flux.
problems. As far as the mechanical modeling aspect is concerned, the further mathematically rigorous analysis is definetly required. The object of this study is to develop a rigorous mechanical model to describe the behavior and interrelations of physical phenomenon combining all these three fields.
In the direct piezoelectric effect, the application of an external mechanical loading induces an electrical response in the material. In the converse effect, an applied electrical field makes the material strained. The applied electromagnetic field induces currents in a solid, which in turn give rise to Lorentz body force J × B, where J is induced current, and B is magnetic flux. Lorentz force enters the magneto-piezoelastic equation of motion as an extrenal body force.
Electromagnetic and elastic fields in a piezoelectric medium are fully described by the equations of motion of a continuous medium 
combined with Maxwell's equations
The constitutive relations for linear piezoelasticity are, see, e.g., [18] 
The combination of Equations (6)- (9) results in a system of four partial differential equations coupling the displacement components and electric potential; namely
,, ε φ =
The admissible boundary conditions are
where , i u τ , i φ, and q denote the specified values.
Representation Formulae
Consider two magneto-elasto-piezoelectric states, namely (, σ, φ,) uD and (, σ , φ ,)
uD . The first state represents the solution of magneto-elasto-piezoelectric problems with finite domains and general loading conditions. The second state represents the fundamental solution of the case of an infinite magneto-elasto-piezoelectric medium subjected to an impulsive point source and an impulsive point charge. Each state is assumed to satisfy the following governing equations:
, ,
Second State:
Let a function 12  be the work done, given by the equation
where the first two terms represent magneto-mechanical work, and the last two terms represent electric work. Here = n D D n  . Similarly, let a second function 21  be the work done, given by the equation
It can be shown that 12 21 Π = Π , see [19, 20] , where
Representation of magneto-elasto-piezoelectricity is now based on two independent loading conditions for the second state, where a unit force and a unit charge are applied at a point ξ of the magneto-elasto-piezoelectric medium, known as the "source point."
Case I: Let the body force and electric charge density for the second state be given by
where e is a unit vector along the x-axis, specifying the direction of the unit force, and
We introduce the following notation for the applied loading given by Equation (19):
where Uij and U4j are Green's functions representing the displacement (in the i-direction) and the electric potential, respectively, at the field point x due to a unit force applied at ξ in the j-direction. Tji and Tj4 (derivatives of Green's functions) represent the traction on the boundary (in the i-direction) and the normal component of the electric displacement, respectively, at x when the unit force is applied at ξ. Case II: Let the body force and electric charge density for the second state be given by
where the variables have the same meaning as described previously with the exception a negative unit charge is applied at the source point.
As 12 21 Π = Π for the Case I:
Integrating with respect to t yields
Similarly, for Case II: 4 4 44 (, ξ, ) ( , ξ, ) ( , ξ,)
Two-Dimensional Magneto-Piezoelastic Problem
The constitutive relations for the plane-strain case when ε yy , ε xy , ε =0 e are piezoelectric constants; 11 33 ε ,ε are dielectric permittivities.
The equations of motion are The substitution of Equation (36) 
and  is the root of the characteristic equation 
where 12 , dd and 3 d are real constants which depend on the magneto-piezoelastic properties of a material.
Since 12 , dd and 3 d are real, the bi-quartic Equation (39) has three pairs of roots 
The solutions for plane-stress problems are obtained by using the appropriate material parameters as explained above.
Solutions for Loads Applied to the Boundary
Assume a magneto-piezoelastic medium subjected to vertical line load and electric charge at the surface, see Figure 1 . 
The roots α1, α2,, α3, corresponding to these three materials are presented in Table 2 . The vertical stress and the vertical electric field along the z-axis are nearly indentical for all the three materials. Both zz  and z E decay rapidly with the vertical distance.
The solution presented due to an electric charge of 1.0 1 Cm  shows substantial difference for PZT-6B, which shows the largest magnitude for zz  and z E , followed by PZT-4 and BaTiO3. These results indicate that relatively large stresses are generated in PZT-6B compared with the other materials. The decay of the vertical stress and electric field with the depth is very rapid, as in the case of a vertical load. 
Conclusions
The basic modeling aspects of the magneto-piezoelastic anistropic materials are developed in the present paper. Assumption of generally anisotropic properties of the materials under study is important from the practical point of view, and it renders the pertinent analysis significantly more complicated than in the simpler case of isotropic materials. Analytical modeling of these materials is essential for the design and application in smart composite structures incorporating them as actuating and sensing constituents.
The exact analytical solution is obtained for the anisotropic magneto-piezoelastic material using Green's function method, boundary integral technique and Betti's reciprocal theorem. The closed-form analytical solutions are derived for a number of boundary conditions for all components of the magneto-piezoelectric field. This includes the cases of the magneto-piezoelastic material subjected to vertical line load and electric charge at the surface; and the concentrated electric charge applied to the magneto-piezoelastic material with a free boundary.
As an application, a two-dimensional static plane-strain problem is dealt with to investigate the effect of magnetic field on piezoelectric material.
The analytical derivation is for the time-dependent problems. The numerical results are presented in particular case of static formulation for the two-dimensional magneto-electroelastic field of a piezoelectric solid subjected to a concentrated line load and an electric charge. Three different piezoelectric materials (BaTiO3, PZT-4 and PZT-6B) are analyzed.
The obtained numerical solutions indicate a substantial dependence of the vertical stress and the electric field due to an electric charge on the constitutive properties as well as on the magnetic flux.
The solution due to an electric charge demonstrates substantial difference for PZT-6B, which shows the largest magnitude for zz  and z E , followed by PZT-4 and BaTiO3. These results indicate that relatively large stresses are generated in PZT-6B compared with the other materials. The decay of the vertical stress and electric field with the depth is very rapid, as in the case of a vertical load.
